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dr. kapoor will be joining matific in the role of chief business officer (cbo) effective july 30, 2020. he will take over the day to day operations of matific, which is
among the fastest growing educational tech companies in the world. kapoor, who currently serves as matific's interim ceo, joins from a diverse background
spanning years of entrepreneurial experience across multiple industries and markets. he has a btech in electrical engineering from iit delhi and an mtech in
network management from delhi university. he is also a post graduate in management from iim a, ahmedabad. vik kapoor, (born 1947) has had a brilliant

academic record with post-graduation in mathematical statistics (1968) from delhi university. an eminent and dedicated faculty member of shriram college of
commerce, university of delhi, since december 1968, retired as associate professor in april 2012. he has also been associated with post-graduate teaching for
seven years. a well-established author of international repute, has written books on mathematical statistics, applied statistics, operations research, business

mathematics, business statistics, quantitative techniques for management, engineering mathematics which have been prescribed as text-books in most of the
universities, professional and management institutes of numerous countries of the world. william m. pride is professor of marketing, mays business school, at

texas a&m university. he received his ph.d. from louisiana state university. in addition to this text, he is the co-author of cengage learning's foundations of
business, a market leader. dr. pride teaches principles of marketing at both undergraduate and graduate levels and constantly solicits student feedback

important to revising a principles of marketing text.dr. pride's research interests are in advertising, promotion, and distribution channels. his research articles
have appeared in major journals in the fields of marketing, such as the journal of marketing, the journal of marketing research, the journal of the academy of

marketing science, and the journal of advertising. pride is a member of the american marketing association, academy of marketing science, society for
marketing advances, and the marketing management association. he has received the marketing fellow award from the society for marketing advances and the

marketing innovation award from the marketing management association. both of these are lifetime achievement awards.
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robert w. mcclenon is professor
of business administration at the
university of notre dame. he was
formerly dean of notre dame's

mendoza college of business and
director of the business and

technology division at the college
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of dupage. professor mcclenon's
primary focus is on the teaching

of the three-year, general
management program at the
undergraduate level. he has

received national recognition for
his research and writing on the
subject of teaching introductory
business and related topics. his
main research interests include

the subject of teaching in
business. his current research
focuses on the improvement of

course design, the enhancement
of teaching skills, the use of

technology in business
education, and the

implementation of new models of
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business education. the business
mathematics text contains the
following: provides an overview
of the subject. provides a good
introduction of the important
concepts. contains plenty of

practice questions. provides a
comprehensive revision section.
have a clear and comprehensive
glossary. the book is very well

laid out. the business
mathematics text, which was
written by v.k. kapoor, is an

excellent introductory text for
students beginning to learn
business mathematics. it is

aimed at introducing the subject
from a very basic level, with the
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emphasis on understanding the
concepts and applying them in

real world situations. the
business mathematics text has a

lot of useful features such as
problem solving strategies and

summaries which makes learning
faster and easier. 5ec8ef588b
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